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Annex 1: 
Flood Maps for  
the 2006-2007 Hydrologic Year 
 
 
This Annex includes twenty-two flood maps showing the flood extent evolution in the Doñana wetlands 
during the 2006-2007 hydrologic cycle. The flood maps were produced from Envisat/ASAR imagery 
following the methodology presented throughout this document and evidence the utility of the SAR 
imagery and the proposed method for the detail monitoring of the inundation in the Doñana marshes.  
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16 October 2006 
 
 
19 October 2006 
Fig. A1.1. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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28 October 2006 
 
 
1 November 2006 
Fig. A1.2. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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17 November 2006 
 
 
20 November 2006 
Fig. A1.3. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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21 December 2006 
 
 
6 January 2007 
Fig. A1.4. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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29 January 2007 
 
 
10 February 2007 
Fig. A1.5. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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14 February 2007 
 
 
27 February 2007 
Fig. A1.6. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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1 March 2007 
 
 
2 March 2007 
Fig. A1.7. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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20 March 2007 
 
 
11 April 2007 
Fig. A1.8. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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24 April 2007 
 
 
8 May 2007 
Fig. A1.9. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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26 May 2007 
 
 
2 June 2007 
Fig. A1.10. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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20 June 2007 
 
 
30 June 2007 
Fig. A1.11. Water elevation and accumulated precipitation evolution in the Doñana wetland during the 
2006-2007 hydrologic year.  Flood maps derived from Envisat/ASAR scenes for the two dates highlighted 
in green on the water elevation evolution chart.   
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Annex 2: 
Inventory of Envisat/ASAR IM 
and AP Scenes of Doñana 
 
 
 
Table A2.1. List of all ASAR/Envisat images acquired over Doñana wetland in Image and 
Alternated Polarization acquisition modes. 
 
Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
19-Oct-2002 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:33 22:12:49 3333 273 I2 A 
04-Nov-2002 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:09:43 22:09:59 3562 1 I1 A 
08-Feb-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:55 10:38:11 4929 366 I2 D 
08-May-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:47 10:41:03 6203 137 I2 D 
02-Aug-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:07 10:38:23 7434 366 I2 D 
30-Aug-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:44 22:13:00 7842 273 I2 A 
11-Oct-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:06 10:38:22 8436 366 I2 D 
08-Nov-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:37 22:12:53 8844 273 I2 A 
13-Dec-2003 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:38 22:12:54 9345 273 I2 A 
30-Dec-2003 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:53 10:24:09 9581 8 I7 D 
08-Jan-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:55 10:41:11 9710 137 I2 D 
17-Jan-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:37 22:12:53 9846 273 I2 A 
24-Jan-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:02 10:38:18 9939 366 I2 D 
06-Feb-2004 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:30 10:29:46 10125 51 I4 D 
25-Feb-2004 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:32:20 10:32:36 10397 323 I4 D 
28-Feb-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:02 10:38:18 10440 366 I2 D 
27-Mar-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:39 22:12:55 10848 273 I2 A 
01-May-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:36 22:12:52 11349 273 I2 A 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
05-May-2004 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:32:21 10:32:37 11399 323 I4 D 
27-May-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:57 10:41:13 11714 137 I2 D 
05-Jun-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:42 22:12:58 11850 273 I2 A 
01-Jul-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:56 10:41:12 12215 137 I2 D 
10-Jul-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:42 22:12:58 12351 273 I2 A 
17-Jul-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:09 10:38:25 12444 366 I2 D 
21-Aug-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:06 10:38:22 12945 366 I2 D 
09-Sep-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:56 10:41:12 13217 137 I2 D 
14-Oct-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:58 10:41:14 13718 137 I2 D 
23-Oct-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:43 22:12:59 13854 273 I2 A 
30-Oct-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:08 10:38:24 13947 366 I2 D 
13-Dec-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:09:40 22:09:56 14584 1 I1 A 
23-Dec-2004 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:51 10:41:07 14720 137 I2 D 
08-Jan-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:00 10:38:16 14949 366 I2 D 
27-Jan-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:53 10:41:09 15221 137 I2 D 
05-Feb-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:37 22:12:53 15357 273 I2 A 
12-Feb-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:02 10:38:18 15450 366 I2 D 
19-Mar-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:01 10:38:17 15951 366 I2 D 
07-Apr-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:55 10:41:11 16223 137 I2 D 
16-Apr-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:42 22:12:58 16359 273 I2 A 
23-Apr-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:09 10:38:25 16452 366 I2 D 
21-May-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:43 22:12:59 16860 273 I2 A 
21-Jul-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:41:00 10:41:16 17726 137 I2 D 
21-Jul-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:41:03 10:41:19 17726 137 I2 D 
30-Jul-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:42 22:12:58 17862 273 I2 A 
06-Aug-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:07 10:38:23 17955 366 I2 D 
25-Aug-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:55 10:41:11 18227 137 I2 D 
03-Sep-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:39 22:12:55 18363 273 I2 A 
10-Sep-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:05 10:38:21 18456 366 I2 D 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
03-Nov-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:58 10:41:14 19229 137 I2 D 
12-Nov-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:41 22:12:57 19365 273 I2 A 
19-Nov-2005 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:05 10:38:21 19458 366 I2 D 
29-Nov-2005 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:49 10:24:05 19601 8 I7 D 
28-Jan-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:37:55 10:38:11 20460 366 I2 D 
10-Feb-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:24 10:29:40 20646 51 I4 D 
16-Feb-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:46 10:41:02 20732 137 I2 D 
23-Feb-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:20:52 10:21:08 20832 237 I7 D 
25-Feb-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:12:30 22:12:46 20868 273 I1 A 
26-Feb-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:26:33 10:26:49 20875 280 I5 D 
28-Feb-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:18:11 22:18:27 20911 316 I4 A 
01-Mar-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:14 10:32:30 20918 323 I4 D 
04-Mar-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:55 10:38:11 20961 366 I2 D 
13-Mar-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:09:38 22:09:54 21097 1 I1 A 
14-Mar-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:23:41 10:23:57 21104 8 I6 D 
17-Mar-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:29:22 10:29:38 21147 51 I4 D 
20-Mar-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:35:03 10:35:19 21190 94 I3 D 
23-Mar-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:43 10:40:59 21233 137 I1 D 
01-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:12:26 22:12:42 21369 273 I2 A 
02-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:26:30 10:26:46 21376 280 I5 D 
04-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:18:09 22:18:25 21412 316 I4 A 
05-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:32:12 10:32:28 21419 323 I4 D 
10-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:29:33 22:29:49 21498 402 I7 A 
17-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:09:41 22:09:57 21598 1 I1 A 
18-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:44 10:24:00 21605 8 I6 D 
20-Apr-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:15:22 22:15:38 21641 44 I3 A 
21-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:26 10:29:42 21648 51 I4 D 
23-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:21:04 22:21:20 21684 87 I4 A 
24-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:35:08 10:35:24 21691 94 I3 D 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
26-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:26:46 22:27:02 21727 130 I6 A 
27-Apr-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:49 10:41:05 21734 137 I1 D 
04-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:20:55 10:21:11 21834 237 I7 D 
06-May-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:12:34 22:12:50 21870 273 I2 A 
07-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:26:37 10:26:53 21877 280 I5 D 
09-May-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:18:15 22:18:31 21913 316 I4 A 
10-May-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:32:19 10:32:35 21920 323 I4 D 
12-May-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:23:57 22:24:13 21956 359 I5 A 
13-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:00 10:38:16 21963 366 I2 D 
15-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:29:38 22:29:54 21999 402 I7 A 
22-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:09:44 22:10:00 22099 1 I1 A 
23-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:23:47 10:24:03 22106 8 I6 D 
25-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:15:25 22:15:41 22142 44 I3 A 
26-May-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:29:28 10:29:44 22149 51 I4 D 
28-May-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:21:06 22:21:22 22185 87 I4 A 
29-May-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:35:09 10:35:25 22192 94 I3 D 
31-May-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:26:47 22:27:03 22228 130 I6 A 
01-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:50 10:41:06 22235 137 I1 D 
08-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:20:57 10:21:13 22335 237 I7 D 
11-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:26:39 10:26:55 22378 280 I5 D 
13-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:18:18 22:18:34 22414 316 I3 A 
14-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:32:21 10:32:37 22421 323 I4 D 
16-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:24:00 22:24:16 22457 359 I5 A 
17-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:38:03 10:38:19 22464 366 I2 D 
19-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:29:42 22:29:58 22500 402 I7 A 
26-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:09:49 22:10:05 22600 1 I1 A 
27-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:23:52 10:24:08 22607 8 I6 D 
29-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:15:30 22:15:46 22643 44 I3 A 
30-Jun-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:29:34 10:29:50 22650 51 I4 D 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
02-Jul-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:21:12 22:21:28 22686 87 I4 A 
03-Jul-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:35:15 10:35:31 22693 94 I3 D 
05-Jul-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:53 22:27:09 22729 130 I6 A 
06-Jul-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:40:56 10:41:12 22736 137 I1 D 
15-Jul-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:41 22:12:57 22872 273 I2 A 
31-Jul-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:09:50 22:10:06 23101 1 I1 A 
04-Sep-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:09:45 22:10:01 23602 1 I1 A 
05-Sep-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:48 10:24:04 23609 8 I6 D 
14-Sep-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:51 10:41:07 23738 137 I1 D 
23-Sep-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:36 22:12:52 23874 273 I2 A 
27-Sep-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:32:21 10:32:37 23924 323 I4 D 
02-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:42 22:29:58 24003 402 I7 A 
09-Oct-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:09:48 22:10:04 24103 1 I1 A 
10-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:51 10:24:07 24110 8 I6 D 
12-Oct-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:15:29 22:15:45 24146 44 I3 A 
13-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:33 10:29:49 24153 51 I4 D 
15-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:21:11 22:21:27 24189 87 I4 A 
16-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:35:14 10:35:30 24196 94 I3 D 
19-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:55 10:41:11 24239 137 I1 D 
26-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:21:01 10:21:17 24339 237 I7 D 
28-Oct-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:39 22:12:55 24375 273 I2 A 
29-Oct-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:26:43 10:26:59 24382 280 I5 D 
01-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:32:24 10:32:40 24425 323 I4 D 
03-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:24:02 22:24:18 24461 359 I5 A 
04-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:38:05 10:38:21 24468 366 I2 D 
06-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:43 22:29:59 24504 402 I7 A 
16-Nov-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:15:29 22:15:45 24647 44 I3 A 
17-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:32 10:29:48 24654 51 I4 D 
20-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:35:14 10:35:30 24697 94 I3 D 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
22-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:52 22:27:08 24733 130 I6 A 
23-Nov-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:55 10:41:11 24740 137 I1 D 
02-Dec-2006 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:12:39 22:12:55 24876 273 I2 A 
03-Dec-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:26:42 10:26:58 24883 280 I5 D 
05-Dec-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 22:18:13 22:18:29 24919 316 I4 A 
09-Dec-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:38:06 10:38:22 24969 366 I1 D 
11-Dec-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:42 22:29:58 25005 402 I7 A 
21-Dec-2006 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:27 22:15:43 25148 44 I3 A 
28-Dec-2006 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:52 10:41:08 25241 137 I1 D 
06-Jan-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:34 22:12:50 25377 273 I2 A 
09-Jan-2007 AP ASA_APV_0P 22:18:08 22:18:24 25420 316 I4 A 
15-Jan-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:36 22:29:52 25506 402 I7 A 
29-Jan-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:35:06 10:35:22 25699 94 I3 D 
10-Feb-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:32 22:12:48 25878 273 I2 A 
14-Feb-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:32:17 10:32:33 25928 323 I4 D 
27-Feb-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:46 10:24:02 26114 8 I6 D 
01-Mar-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:24 22:15:40 26150 44 I3 A 
02-Mar-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:27 10:29:43 26157 51 I4 D 
20-Mar-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:18:13 22:18:29 26422 316 I3 A 
26-Mar-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:35 22:29:51 26508 402 I7 A 
03-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:42 10:23:58 26615 8 I6 D 
05-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:20 22:15:36 26651 44 I3 A 
06-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:29:24 10:29:40 26658 51 I4 D 
11-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:44 22:27:00 26737 130 I6 A 
12-Apr-2007 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:47 10:41:03 26744 137 I2 D 
19-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:20:54 10:21:10 26844 237 I7 D 
21-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:33 22:12:49 26880 273 I2 A 
24-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:18:14 22:18:30 26923 316 I3 A 
28-Apr-2007 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:59 10:38:15 26973 366 I2 D 
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Date 
Acquisition 
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Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
30-Apr-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:38 22:29:54 27009 402 I7 A 
08-May-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:46 10:24:02 27116 8 I6 D 
10-May-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:24 22:15:40 27152 44 I3 A 
13-May-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:21:06 22:21:22 27195 87 I4 A 
16-May-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:47 22:27:03 27238 130 I6 A 
17-May-2007 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:50 10:41:06 27245 137 I2 D 
24-May-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:20:57 10:21:13 27345 237 I7 D 
26-May-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:35 22:12:51 27381 273 I2 A 
02-Jun-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:38:01 10:38:17 27474 366 I2 D 
04-Jun-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:40 22:29:56 27510 402 I7 A 
14-Jun-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:26 22:15:42 27653 44 I3 A 
20-Jun-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:49 22:27:05 27739 130 I6 A 
21-Jun-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:40:52 10:41:08 27746 137 I1 D 
30-Jun-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:36 22:12:52 27882 273 I2 A 
19-Jul-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:27 22:15:43 28154 44 I3 A 
26-Jul-2007 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:52 10:41:08 28247 137 I2 D 
03-Oct-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:45 22:27:01 29242 130 I6 A 
04-Oct-2007 AP ASA_APH_0P 10:40:48 10:41:04 29249 137 I1 D 
20-Oct-2007 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:38:04 10:38:20 29478 366 I2 D 
07-Nov-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:44 22:27:00 29743 130 I6 A 
08-Nov-2007 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:56 10:41:12 29750 137 I1 D 
26-Nov-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:29:32 22:29:48 30015 402 I7 A 
12-Dec-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:42 22:26:58 30244 130 I6 A 
29-Dec-2007 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:37:55 10:38:11 30480 366 I2 D 
07-Jan-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:09:39 22:09:55 30616 1 I1 A 
10-Jan-2008 IM ASA_IM__0P 22:15:12 22:15:28 30659 44 I3 A 
16-Jan-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:43 22:26:59 30745 130 I6 A 
26-Jan-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:29 22:12:45 30888 273 I2 A 
02-Feb-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:37:55 10:38:11 30981 366 I2 D 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
20-Feb-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:42 22:26:58 31246 130 I6 A 
21-Feb-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:40:45 10:41:01 31253 137 I1 D 
01-Mar-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:30 22:12:46 31389 273 I2 A 
08-Mar-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:37:56 10:38:12 31482 366 I2 D 
20-Mar-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:21 22:15:37 31661 44 I3 A 
26-Mar-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:43 22:26:59 31747 130 I6 A 
27-Mar-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:40:46 10:41:02 31754 137 I1 D 
05-Apr-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:29 22:12:45 31890 273 I2 A 
12-Apr-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:37:54 10:38:10 31983 366 I2 D 
24-Apr-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:18 22:15:34 32162 44 I3 A 
30-Apr-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:26:41 22:26:57 32248 130 I6 A 
01-May-2008 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:40:44 10:41:00 32255 137 I1 D 
01-Jan-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:43 10:40:59 35762 137 I2 D 
17-Jan-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:47 10:38:03 35991 366 I2 D 
02-May-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:49 10:38:05 37494 366 I2 D 
21-May-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:43 10:40:59 37766 137 I2 D 
06-Jun-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:51 10:38:07 37995 366 I2 D 
19-Sep-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:46 10:38:02 39498 366 I2 D 
12-Nov-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:39 10:40:55 40271 137 I2 D 
28-Nov-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:43 10:37:59 40500 366 I2 D 
17-Dec-2009 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:37 10:40:53 40772 137 I2 D 
02-Jan-2010 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:44 10:38:00 41001 366 I2 D 
25-Feb-2010 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:36 10:40:52 41774 137 I2 D 
06-Mar-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:16 22:12:32 41910 273 I2 A 
23-Mar-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:34 10:23:50 42146 8 I6 D 
25-Mar-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:15:12 22:15:28 42182 44 I3 A 
01-Apr-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:40:37 10:40:53 42275 137 I1 D 
10-Apr-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:20 22:12:36 42411 273 I2 A 
11-Apr-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:26:24 10:26:40 42418 280 I5 D 
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Acquisition 
Date 
Acquisition 
Mode 
Product 
Start 
Time 
Stop 
Time 
Orbit Track Swath Pass 
27-Apr-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:23:31 10:23:47 42647 8 I6 D 
15-May-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:12:19 22:12:35 42912 273 I2 A 
16-May-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:26:23 10:26:39 42919 280 I5 D 
21-May-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:23:42 22:23:58 42998 359 I5 A 
22-May-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:37:45 10:38:01 43005 366 I2 D 
06-Jun-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 22:20:51 22:21:07 43227 87 I4 A 
07-Jun-2010 AP ASA_APC_0P 10:34:55 10:35:11 43234 94 I3 D 
23-Sep-2010 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:40:34 10:40:50 44780 137 I2 D 
09-Oct-2010 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:37:37 10:37:53 45009 366 I2 D 
19-Oct-2010 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:23:31 10:23:47 45152 8 I6 D 
04-May-2011 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:29:55 10:30:11 47982 123 I6 D 
01-Oct-2011 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:31:59 10:32:15 50137 123 I6 D 
31-Oct-2011 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:14 10:32:30 50568 123 I6 D 
30-Nov-2011 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:26 10:32:42 50999 123 I6 D 
30-Dec-2011 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:34 10:32:50 51430 123 I6 D 
29-Jan-2012 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:39 10:32:55 51861 123 I6 D 
28-Feb-2012 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:41 10:32:57 52292 123 I6 D 
29-Mar-2012 IM ASA_IM__0P 10:32:48 10:33:04 52723 123 I6 D 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Most recent speckle filtering algorithms combine statistical and geometrical criteria to reduce 
speckle noise while preserving image structure in SAR images. The statistical and geometrical 
criteria are generally based on the coefficient of variation and the ratio edge detector, 
respectively. These filters normally aim at reconstructing the scene local radar cross section, and 
the filtering degree is reduced over textured areas with high coefficient of variation relative to 
the image equivalent number of looks. As a consequence, intensity fluctuations within textured 
cover types are less smoothed, hindering a posterior land cover classification.  
 
Envisat/ASAR scenes of the Doñana wetlands, in southwest Spain, showed high variance 
texture over some flooded vegetation areas. Additionally, boundaries between cover types were 
often smooth transitions, giving rise to backscattering spatial gradients on the image. This paper 
presents a geometrical operator, named Ds, for local isotropy assessment on SAR images. It is 
assumed that isotropic intensity distributions in natural areas, either textured or non-textured, 
correspond to a single cover type. The intensities within isotropic areas were averaged in order 
to flatten fluctuations within cover types and facilitate a subsequent land cover classification.   
 
The speckle statistical properties were used to determine suitable Ds thresholds for 
discriminating heterogeneous targets from textured cover types at different window sizes. An 
assessment of Ds as an edge detector showed similar sensitivity than the ratio edge operator to 
spot straight, sharp boundaries, centered in the processing window, but significantly larger for 
detecting the inclusion of heterogeneities during the window expansion in multi-resolution 
filtering.  Additionally, Ds presents the advantage versus the ratio edge coefficient of being 
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rotationally invariant, and its computation indicates the direction of the main intensity gradient 
in the processing window. Furthermore, the Ds parameter is shown to have a known statistical 
distribution over homogeneous areas. 
 
The Ds operator was used in a multi-resolution fashion for filtering Doñana marshes ASAR 
scenes, acquired at diverse phenological stages and incidence angles. Results showed high 
degree of smoothing within cover classes, plus effective spatial adaptation to gradient 
gentleness and irregular boundaries, substantiating the usefulness of this operator. 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Doñana National Park wetlands, in southwest Spain, constitute a highly dynamic landscape: 
up to 30,000 ha flood throughout fall and winter, helophyte vegetation emerges from large part 
of the water surface during the springtime and all water bodies plus helophytes dry up in 
summer [1], [2], [3], [4]. Flood extent in Doñana was monitored from September 2006 to July 
2007 using Envisat/ASAR images in Alternated Polarization mode and HH/VV channels [5]. 
The scenes were acquired at the seven ASAR incidence angles in order to achieve high 
observation frequency during the inundation process, when the flood extent increases rapidly. 
 
Delineation of the flooded areas required filtering the scenes to smooth out backscattering 
fluctuations owing to speckle and texture. Literature on speckle filtering is vast. Among the 
simplest methods are the boxcar or median filters, which perform well at smoothing speckle, but 
blur edges between different land cover types. Lee [6], Frost [7] and Kuan´s [8] algorithms 
improve SAR image filtering performance by making use of the statistical properties of speckle 
[9]. These algorithms use the coefficient of variation (CV) to measure local stationarity of pixel 
intensities and different degrees of filtering are applied accordingly. They are effective to 
approximate the terrain’s mean backscattering coefficient in homogeneous and textured targets 
but, again, might smear edges to some degree.   
 
In order to preserve image structure and border sharpness, geometric criteria were introduced in 
the filtering process. The aim was to identify edges within the processing window and adapt the 
filtering neighborhood to them. In this line Lee [10] proposed the use of gradient operators to 
detect edges in four directions (up-down, right-left, and diagonals). Touzi [11] adopted a similar 
approach but used ratio operators, referred to as r2, more adapted to the multiplicative nature of 
speckle noise than the gradient operators.  Ever since different authors have successfully 
combined geometrical criteria based on ratio edge detectors and statistical filters, mostly Lee’s 
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and Frost’s, to smooth speckle effects while preserving boundary definition in SAR images 
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17].  
 
The ratio edge detector, used by the above referenced authors, is well adapted to spot straight 
and abrupt edges. But in natural environments, where boundaries take capricious geometries and 
can be gradual, its effectiveness can be improved, as shown is this work.  The filtering of 
Doñana marshes scenes for flood mapping brought up the need to determine maximum 
homogeneous areas in presence of texture and of irregular or gentle edges. Following this need, 
a new geometrical operator named Ds is proposed to assess local isotropy on SAR images in 
Section 2.1. The isotropy of a processing window is assumed to be an indicator of homogeneity 
or single class membership. The Ds performance as a heterogeneity detector is assessed in the 
same section. Its capability to identify the border between targets is compared to that of the CV 
and r2 operators in different scenarios: presence of straight and irregular boundaries, and in the 
case of spatial gradients. Section 3 introduces a methodology for the use of the Ds operator as 
an isotropy indicator in the multi-resolution speckle filtering of SAR images. This methodology 
is applied to a series of Envisat/ASAR images of the Doñana marshes and results for scenes 
acquired at different incidence angles and marshes phenological stages are presented in Section 
3.4.  
 
 
2. PARAMETER DS FOR LOCAL ISOTROPY ASSESSMENT 
 
2.1  Definition 
 
Expressions (1), (2) and (3) define a geometrical operator, named Ds, for local isotropy 
assessment on SAR images. In these expressions I stands for pixel value, i, j denote image row 
and column, N represents the processing neighborhood and Ci, Cj are the image coordinates of 
the neighborhood geometrical center. 
   
∑ ∑             
∑ ∑         
                               
   
∑ ∑             
∑ ∑         
                               
   √                                          
 
Ds is referred to as geometrical because its definition depends on the pixel values spatial 
arrangement, so that image windows with identical histograms can have different Ds values. Ds 
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represents the ﬁrst order central moment of the processing neighborhood, normalized by the 
total intensity. More intuitively, Ds represents the distance in pixels between the neighborhood 
geometrical centroid and what would be the gravity center if the pixel values were masses, 
referred to as intensity centroid. This distance provides a measurement of the intensities spatial 
imbalance, so that Ds yields small values for isotropic distributions (where geometrical and 
intensity centroids would be almost coincident) and large ones when high and low intensities 
are preferently clustered in two different segments of the neighborhood. Fig. 1 aids the 
interpretation of the Ds parameter. 
 
Some interesting properties of the Ds parameter can be readily drawn from its definition: firstly, 
the Ds value is rotationally invariant. Secondly, the image physical dimensions (intensity, 
amplitude, etc.) are cancelled out by the denominator in (2) and (3), so the Ds parameter can be 
used as an isotropy measure on any image type. Finally, the vector defined by the neighborhood 
geometrical and intensity centers, vector (Dj-Cj, Di-Ci), indicates the direction of the spatial the 
imbalance.  
 
When using Ds for filtering SAR images, the speckle noise stochastic properties are introduced 
through the thresholds used to discriminate between homogeneous and heterogeneous targets, as 
discussed in Section 2.2.   
 
 
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the filtering window geometrical centroid, intensity 
centroid, and Ds value. 
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2.2  Assessment of Ds as a heterogeneity detector 
 
The pdf of parameter Ds operating over a SAR image of a homogeneous target has been 
estimated through Monte Carlo simulations. In absence of texture and spatial correlation, 
homogeneous target intensities can be modeled by independent realizations of a negative 
exponential distribution for single-look SAR images, and a gamma distribution when the 
number of looks is higher than 1 [18]. A synthetic square image was generated so that pixel 
values were independent realizations of the same gamma distribution (same CV and mean) and 
the corresponding Ds value was computed through expressions (1), (2) and (3). This process 
was repeated 20,000 times. The occurrence frequency of the Ds values approximates the Ds pdf. 
Fig. 2 shows some of the resultant pdf’s, which are independent of the mean intensity and 
window size. They depend only on the CV, becoming wider as the CV increases.  
 
If the synthetic image is generated using other intensity distributions (eg. Gaussian, Negative 
Exponential, Rayleigh, etc.), the Ds pdf turned out to be the same in all cases, as shown in Fig. 
3. Hence, it can be said that the Ds pdf over a homogeneous target, meaning by homogeneous 
that the pixels’ intensity can be modeled by independent realizations of the same statistical 
distribution, does not depend on the distribution type, the mean intensity, nor the processing 
window size.  The Ds pdf is only determined by the pixel values’ standard deviation to mean 
ratio or CV.  
 
The value of Ds over a heterogeneous window comprising pixels of two different gamma 
distributions was simulated in presence of straight and irregular, sharp and gentle boundaries, 
and in the case that the edge is or not centered within the processing window. Fig. 4 depicts the 
simulated geometries. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the Ds pdf of a heterogeneous target (geometry A 
in Fig. 4) computed using different window sizes and contrast values. 
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Fig. 2. Ds pdf obtained through Monte Carlo simulations of synthetic SAR images with 
different sizes and gamma-distributed pixel intensities. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Ds pdf obtained through Monte Carlo simulations of homogeneous target SAR 
images, for different pixel intensity distributions. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Processing window geometries. 
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Fig. 5. Ds pdf obtained through Monte Carlo simulations of heterogeneous targets 
(geometry A) of contrast 2 and different window sizes (ENL=4). 
 
Fig. 6. Ds pdf obtained through Monte Carlo simulations of heterogeneous targets 
(geometry A) of different contrasts in 11x11 pixel windows (ENL=4). 
 
 
When filtering speckle and texture fluctuations in a SAR image, it is necessary to test the 
stationarity of the processing window, so that the computation of filtered values avoids using 
pixels from different targets.  In order to decide on the stationarity of a pixel neighborhood 
based on the corresponding Ds value, a threshold needs to be chosen, as done with the ratio 
edge detector or the CV [14], [15], [16]. To evaluate the performance of Ds as a heterogeneity 
indicator, the confusion probability has been defined as the average likelihood of 
missrecognizing a heterogeneous window as homogeneous or conversely. Given a Ds threshold, 
Th, the confusion probability is computed through expression (4) and graphical interpretation is 
given by the shaded area in Fig. 5, for threshold 0.37, window size 7x7 and contrast 2. 
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Given a particular window size and contrast, the best performance threshold will be the one that 
minimizes the confusion probability of (4). This best threshold coincides with the Ds value 
where homogeneous and heterogeneous pdf curves intersect (e.g. value 0.37 for window size 
7x7 and contrast 2 in Fig. 5). When moving a processing window on a SAR image the user can 
fix the window size, but edges with many different contrasts can be found. Then the optimal 
threshold might be selected for each window size as the one which minimizes the confusion 
probability integrated over the entire range of contrasts to be considered. The confusion 
probability when using Ds for detecting edges in an 11x11 processing window is plotted in Fig. 
7 as a function of the used Ds threshold and for different contrasts between adjacent targets. For 
this window size, 0.31 is the optimal threshold, that is, the thresholds minimizing the confusion 
probability when contrasts between 1.25 and 4.0 are considered.   
 
 
Fig. 7. Confusion probability when using the Ds operator as an edge detector, as a function 
of the Ds threshold used and for different contrasts between targets (11x11 window, edge 
geometry A, SAR ENL=4). 
 
 
Optimal Ds thresholds were computed for edge geometries A, B, C and D, and for different 
window sizes by minimizing the integral of the confusion probability curves from contrast 1.25 
to 4.0. Fig. 8 illustrates the confusion probability computed for optimal Ds thresholds, as a 
function of the processing window size and contrast, and for edge geometry A.  
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Fig. 9 depicts the confusion probability associated to edge geometries A, B, C and D for their 
corresponding optimal Ds thresholds.  The confusion probability of the CV and the ratio edge 
detector r2 [11] for the same geometries, and also for their best performance thresholds 
computed in the same way than for Ds, is plotted for comparison. Note that for the computation 
of r2’s confusion probability, the inequalities in (4) need to be inverted because r2 takes higher 
values on homogeneous windows than on heterogeneous ones.  
 
 
Fig. 8. Confusion probability computed for the optimal Ds threshold at each window size 
(edge geometry A and ENL=4). 
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Fig. 9. Confusion probability of Ds, CV and r2 for different window sizes for heterogeneous 
target structures A, B, C and D. The confusion probabilities correspond to the optimal 
thresholds (ENL=4). 
 
 
Fig. 9 A, B and C illustrate the capacity of the Ds, r2 and CV operators to spot the presence of a 
boundary through the processing window center. These figures reveal that all three operators 
perform well at spotting edges between targets with contrast higher than 3.  For lower contrasts 
and geometries A and B, Ds and r2 show better edge sensitivity than CV. r2 yields slightly 
lower confusion probability than Ds for geometry A, though their sensitivities get closer with 
increasing window sizes. The relative performance of both operators is approximately inverted 
for geometry B. In the case of the irregular edge C, Ds shows the lowest confusion probability. 
Other irregular edges were tested and yielded similar results. However, the possible irregular 
geometries are countless, and no general conclusions are attempted for them in this article.   
 
Plot 8.D compares the capacity of Ds, r2 and CV to detect non-stationarity due to the presence 
of a non-centered edge (geometry D in Fig. 4). CV makes use of the one-dimensional 
information of the window histogram to assess stationarity, while the two-dimensional 
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information contained in the pixel values spatial distribution, regarding the isotropy-anisotropy 
of the target, is omitted. Ds exploits this spatial information and, in light of Fig. 9.D, leads to 
lower false alarm plus missed detection rates than CV, for edges non-centered within the 
processing window.  
 
2.3 Use of Ds for the assessment of target homogeneity in multi-resolution filtering 
 
A key issue in multi-resolution filtering is to determine the largest stationary window where the 
filtering algorithm can be applied.  Implementing the Ds operator for this goal requires the use 
of thresholds dependent on the processing window dimension, so that the best edge 
presence/absence split value is used at each window size. Fig. 10 depicts the optimal thresholds 
found by minimizing the integral of the confusion probability for window sizes between 5x5 
and 21x21 and different ENLs. Knowledge of the best performance threshold trends, as 
provided by Fig. 10, can greatly assist the selection of these values, which are critical for the 
quality of the results. These trends have been used in the multi-resolution filtering of Doñana 
ASAR scenes, presented in the next section.  
 
 
Fig. 10. Optimal Ds thresholds as a function of window size, for different ENL’s  
(geometry A). 
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Fig. 11. Ds values of transitional targets with different gradients and maximum stationary 
window size for filtering purposes. 
 
Gradual boundaries or transitions between targets, sketched in Fig. 4.E, can be modeled as 
consecutive edges of very low contrast. If Ds is used on this target type to determine the largest 
stationary neighborhood, this will depend on the target gradient magnitude, i.e., the maximum 
ratio between pixel increments in value and distance on the image.  Fig. 11 shows this 
dependence: average Ds values of gradual boundaries are plotted as a function of window size 
for three different gradients. The intersections of these curves with the line of Ds thresholds 
show the window size that would be chosen for filtering each transitional area.  It can be seen 
that, the lower the image gradient, the larger the filtering window size.  
 
Several authors have proposed multi-resolution speckle filtering algorithms exploiting the 
conjunctive use of the CV and r2 operators for the detection of stationary-nonstationary state 
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16].  In [16], after discarding the presence of an edge through the center 
pixel by thresholding r2, significant increments in the CV and r2 values were successfully used 
to spot the introduction of new targets during the window expansion.  The sensitivity of Ds 
increments for the same goal has been tested and compared to the r2’s and CV’s. The dots in 
Fig. 12 show the average Ds, CV and r2 values in a processing window incorporating two 
columns of a new target B. The black lines depict the average Ds, CV and r2 values for 
homogeneous windows. The distance of the dots to the black lines indicates the expected 
increment in Ds, CV and r2 caused by the introduction of a new target B during the filtering 
window expansion. As intuitively expected, r2 increments decrease with the window size, since 
the larger the processing window, the smaller the ratio represented by the new target area. 
Conversely, Ds increments keep increasing given that values in the periphery of the processing 
window contribute with a higher weight in the computation of Ds than those in the center. 
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Fig. 12. Average Ds, r2 and CV values when the processing window encompasses 2 columns 
of a new target (contrast between adjacent targets: 1.5; image ENL assumed in the 
simulations: 4). 
 
 
 
3. USE OF DS OPERATOR IN THE MULTIRESOLUTION FILTERING OF 
DOÑANA ENVISAT/ASAR SCENES 
 
3.1 Site description 
 
Doñana wetlands extent over 30,000 ha on the right bank of the Guadalquivir River, near its 
mouth on the Atlantic Ocean coast. The wetlands undergo yearly cycles of inundation in fall 
and drying out at the end of the spring season, with a flood extension varying considerably 
among years [1], [2], [4]. 
 
In Doñana there are virtually no man-made structures.  Edges occur in the contact between 
different land cover types or between flooded and emerged land. They are very often associated 
to the terrain contours, with capricious geometries, and normally are not as sharp as crop 
boundaries or roads, but show some sort of transition. Due to the terrain flatness, even the 
inundation perimeter often becomes a wide swamped strip.  
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At the end of the wintertime vertical stalks of helophyte vegetation start emerging sparsely from 
large part of the flooded areas [3]. In this situation, high CV’s have been observed on SAR 
images due, presumably, to the different helophyte developmental stage of neighboring pixels. 
As a consequence of the large CV values, some common speckle filters reduce the filtering 
degree and large intensity fluctuations remain, complicating the classification of those areas as a 
single cover type.   
 
3.2 Imagery data 
 
More than forty Envisat/ASAR scenes of Doñana marshes were acquired from fall 2006 to 
summer 2007 with the main purpose to monitor the flood extent evolution [5]. The images were 
acquired in Alternated Polarization and Image Modes, with HH/VV and HH polarization 
configurations, respectively, and using the seven ASAR’s predetermined incidence angles or 
swaths [19]. Both acquisition modes had an azimuth and range resolution of 30 m. The image 
product provided by the European Space Agency had a pixel spacing of 12.5 m and the ENL 
indicated in Table 1 for each incidence angle [20]. The scenes were calibrated to backscattering 
coefficient as explained in [5].  
 
Table 1. ASAR incidence angles, their ENL and number of Doñana scenes acquired from 
fall 2006 to summer 2007. 
ASAR swath IS1 IS2 IS3 IS4 IS5 IS6 IS7 
Incidence 
angle range 
(º) 
15.0-22.9 19.2-26.7 26.0-31.4 31.0–36.3 35.8-39.4 39.1-42.8 42.5-45.2 
ENL 1.76 1.73 2.25 2.66 3.30 3.78 3.73 
 
 
3.3 Methodology 
 
Delineation of the flooded areas from the ASAR imagery required filtering the scenes to smooth 
out backscattering fluctuations owing to speckle and texture within cover classes. Filtering was 
carried out in a multi-resolution fashion and the Ds value was used to decide on the maximum 
stationary window: the processing window becomes as large as 21x21 pixels in homogenous 
areas and is progressively reduced when approaching edges, so that it does not ride over 
different land cover types. In presence of gradual boundaries, the filtering window size adapts to 
the gradient steepness.  
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The ASAR image products showed a significant spatial correlation between contiguous pixels 
due to the fact that the pixel spacing (12.5 m) is lower than half the sensor’s spatial resolution 
(30 m). The assessments and thresholds derived in Section 2 assumed that the pixel values were 
spatially independent realizations of a given statistical distribution. In order to decorrelate the 
ASAR pixels, new images were formed by selecting every other pixel from the original ones. 
Combining odd/even row with odd/even column pixels, four half size images were obtained 
from each ASAR one. Fig. 13 shows the decomposition of an ASAR image fragment into four 
half-size fragments of approximately spatially uncorrelated pixels  
 
 
Fig. 13. Decomposition of an ASAR image fragment into four half-size fragments of 
approximately spatially decorrelated pixels. The image was acquired at VV polarization 
and swath IS6 on 27 Feb. 2007. The ASAR image product had an ENL of 3.78. 
 
The Ds parameter was computed at every pixel of the four sub-sampled images for odd window 
sizes ranging from 5x5 to 21x21. The Ds values were then placed back to their corresponding 
pixel’s original location in the full-size ASAR image.  Fig. 14 depicts the Ds values obtained for 
the image in Fig. 13 and for a 9x9 processing window.  CV and r2 are also depicted for 
comparison. The filtering method presented as follows used the full-size Ds and ASAR images. 
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Fig. 14. Ds, r2 and CV values obtained for the image in Fig. 13 and depicted as gray-scale 
images. 
 
The optimal set of Ds thresholds as a function of the window size was selected accordingly with 
the scene ENL (Fig. 10). The Ds values at each pixel (i,j) are compared to the thresholds of the 
corresponding window sizes Th(L), starting from LxL=5x5. If Ds(5)<Th(5) then pixel (i,j)’s 
neighborhood is considered isotropic at least in a 5x5 window. For progressively increasing 
odd-side windows the conditions (5) and (6) below are tested. Fig. 15 assists their interpretation: 
 
Ds(L+2) < Th(L+2), at pixel (i,j) to be filtered    (5) 
Ds(L)<Th(L), for all pixels contiguous to (i,j)    (6) 
 
Only if both conditions (5) and (6) are satisfied, window (L+2)x(L+2) is considered isotropic 
and the next window size is assessed in a similar way, up to a maximum size of 21x21. If one of 
the above conditions is not fulfilled, then LxL is taken as the maximum isotropic window, 
which is used for filtering pixel (i,j).  
 
Fig. 15 depicts an (L+2)x(L+2) window centered on pixel (i,j). Pixels contiguous to (i,j) are 
indicated with rings and the LxL sub-windows for two of them are highlighted with grey and 
hatched backgrounds. Windows centered on symmetric features, such as curvilinear features 
(e.g. narrow water courses) or strong backscatterers, yield low Ds values and could be confused 
as isotropic neighborhoods by condition (5). Condition (6) assures that isotropy is accomplished 
in non-centered sub-windows, preventing that sort of confusion.  
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Fig. 15. Pixels contiguous to (i,j) and the LxL sub-windows for two of them. 
 
If Ds(L)<Th(L) is not satisfied for the starting window size 5x5, Ds is computed for all 3x3 
windows which include the pixel to be filtered (i,j) at any position. If the minimum resultant Ds 
is lower than threshold Th(3), then pixel (i,j) is filtered out using the values within the minimum 
Ds 3x3 window. Otherwise (i,j) is left unfiltered.  
 
Once the maximum isotropic window had been determined following the methodology above, 
the pixel’s filtered value was determined by simply averaging the window’s intensities, since it 
was assumed that isotropic neighborhoods corresponded to a single cover type, the aim of the 
filtering was a subsequent classification and texture preservation was not a requirement.  
 
3.4 Results and discussion 
 
Fig. 16, Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show fragments of ASAR image products calibrated to 
backscattering coefficient and their filtered versions using the methodology described in the 
previous section. These sample ASAR images correspond to different incidence angles, 
polarizations and marshes phenological stages. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 also present the maximum 
isotropic window size determined by Ds thresholding and used for computing the pixels’ 
filtered value. The window size ranges from 1 for unfiltered pixels to 21 in the largest isotropic 
areas. Fig. 18 includes sample data profiles of the calibrated and filtered images.  
 
The data profile in Fig. 18 reveals the high degree of speckle reduction achieved, which greatly 
facilitates the segmentation of the ASAR images. The filtering window size depicted in Fig. 16c 
and Fig. 17c shows the adaptation of this window to the sharpness of the image structure, which 
is accomplished by means of the Ds parameter thresholding. Filtering windows are 
progressively reduced when approaching a sharp edge, intermediate sizes are adopted in the 
transition areas depending on the gradient gentleness and the maximum size is reached over 
isotropic regions.  
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In the processed images, the Ds thresholds used to decide on the windows’ isotropy were 
somewhat higher than those presented in Fig. 10. The latter optimal thresholds were computed 
assuming non-textured homogeneous targets, with pixel backscattering coefficients being 
independent realizations of the same gamma distribution. Certain Doñana marshes covers 
exhibit some texture. As a result, the Ds standard deviation to mean ratio on the real scenes is 
larger than those on the simulated ones. This is presumably the reason why the optimal 
thresholds turned out to be greater too.  However, the thresholds satisfactorily used for filtering 
the Doñana images followed an increasing trend proportional to that found for synthetic targets. 
This allowed investigating just one scaling factor for the corresponding ENL Ds trend, instead 
of assessing new Ds thresholds for every filtering window size.  
 
No especial treatment was given to the signal from strong scatterers.  Model-based filtering 
algorithms generally detect the presence of such targets and preserve their signals, because they 
do not exhibit speckle fluctuations [9].  In Doñana there are some metal fences and gauging 
station cages, both behaving as strong backscatterers (e.g. at the top left of Fig. 16). The 
location of fences and cages is precisely known, so they can be masked out and a detection 
algorithm of this target type is not required. However, such a detector could be easily 
incorporated as a first step into the presented methodology for its application to SAR images of 
other environments.  
 
Further application examples of the Ds operator for the filtering and classification of Doñana 
ASAR scenes can be found in [21] and [22]. 
 
 
Fig. 16. Area in Doñana  marshes captured by ASAR on 22 November 2006 at swath IS6 
and HH polarization: a) image calibrated to backscattering coefficient; b) filtered image; 
c) filtering window size (from 1x1 in black to 21x21 in white). 
 
a) 1Km 
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Fig. 17. Area in Doñana marshes captured by ASAR on 02 March 2007 at swath IS4 and 
HH polarization: a) image calibrated to backscattering coefficient; b) filtered image; c) 
filtering window size (from 1x1 in black to 21x21 in white). 
 
 
Fig. 18.  Area in Doñana marshes captured by ASAR on 30 June 2007 at swath IS2 and 
VV polarization: a) image calibrated to backscattering coefficient; b) filtered image; c) 
and d) original and filtered data profiles. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
A new operator, named Ds, has been proposed for local isotropy assessment on SAR images. Ds 
is rotationally invariant, and its calculation indicates the direction of the main intensity 
imbalance in the processing window. When filtering SAR images, the speckle statistical 
properties are introduced to determine suitable Ds thresholds for discriminating heterogeneous 
targets from textured cover types at different window sizes.  
 
Simulations of the confusion probability have shown similar edge sensitivity of Ds compared to 
that of the r2 detector in presence of straight, sharp, centered boundaries. In the case of non-
centered ones, Ds performs notably better than r2 and CV, which makes this operator more 
appropriate to spot the inclusion of heterogeneities during the processing window expansion in 
multi-resolution filtering.  
 
The motivation for using the Ds parameter was that some natural areas in the Doñana marshes 
ASAR images show relatively high CV, and large pixel intensity fluctuations remain after 
applying common filtering algorithms. In this study, isotropic neighborhoods are assumed to 
correspond to a single cover type and the intensities within were averaged regardless their CV, 
in order to flatten fluctuations and facilitate a subsequent land cover classification. 
 
The use of Ds in a multi-resolution fashion for filtering Doñana marshes ASAR scenes has 
substantiated the usefulness of such operator. The results show the adaptation of the processing 
window size to the sharpness of the image structure, which is accomplished by means of the Ds 
thresholding; filtering windows are progressively reduced when approaching a sharp edge, 
intermediate sizes are adopted in the transition areas depending on the gradient gentleness and 
the maximum size is reached over homogeneous regions. The homogeneity-heterogeneity Ds 
threshold selection for each window size was considerably simplified by using the optimal 
threshold trend corresponding to the scene ENL, although at least one absolute value needs to 
be adjusted by the user to set the scale of the trend. 
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